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Planet earth 2 cities worksheet pdf

This pack contains 6 sets of instructional resources for all 6 episodes of Planet Earth II: Islands, Mountains, Deserts, Jungles, Grasslands, Cities You get 3 instructional resources for use with the video Planet Earth II Episode 1. Islands: 30 question spreadsheets, 46 words Word Search &amp; 46 words Word Jumble 2. Mountains: 22 question spreadsheets,
45 words Word Search &amp; 45 words Word Jumble 3. Deserts: 26 question spreadsheets, 43 words Word Search &amp; 43 words Word Jumble 4. Jungles: 26 question spreadsheets, 43 words Word Search &amp; 43 words Word Jumble 5. Grasslands: 26 question spreadsheets, 47 words Word Search &amp; 47 words Word Jumble 6. Cities: 26
question spreadsheets, 39 words Word Search &amp; 39 words Word Jumble Wordbanks are included. The questions are answered about every two minutes. You can have students answer odds or evens to prevent answer sharing or to spread out how long between questions. You will get all 18 pages in both an editable word format and a pdf file. There is
also a google disk links to all the videos in mkv format. Read moreReport a problem Clips Music Played Timings (where shown) is from the start of the program in hours and minutes 00:51 India - Karol Bagh Outdoor Market In New Delhi Broadcasts Featured in ... How animals face the challenges of survival in the most iconic habitats on Earth. Quiz: Seven
Facts, One Animal: Africa Nature on CBBC Number of Comments 25 | Number of lovers, LOLs and other reactions 134 DG Survival Files Quiz: Competition Dumping Ground Number of comments 68 | Number of Lovers, LOLs and Other Reactions 60 Quiz: Amazing Animal Dads Nature on CBBC Number of Comments 114 | Number of love, LOLs and other
reactions 385 Experience the world from the animal's point of view yourself. From spellbinding wildlife spectacle to intimate encounters, Planet Earth II takes you closer than ever before. Watch the previewAnd grouse take to the wing to get out of the way of these fighting oryx, or gemsbok, on a watering hole in Namibia's Namib Rand Nature Reserve.In
January, the island of Zavodovski is covered with penguin chicks. Each pair lays two eggs in nests made of small stones or even bones. A chain of salt lakes, found at over 4,000m high in the Andes, provides a safe haven for flamingo colonies. A hatching marine iguana sits on the head of an adult on Cape Douglas, on the island of Fernandina.A serval cat in
South Africa jumps 3m through the air to attack her rodent prey. Nubian ibex are outstanding mountaineers – they have rubberized hooves that grip better than any climbing shoes. The idea of being in the middle of a swarm of a billion flying locusts can bring most people out in a cold sweat, but not cameraman Rob Drewett.A mother three-toed pygmy carries
her baby on her chest. Pygmy tree-toed is a unique species found on the one island of Escudo de Veraguas, off Panama.There may be as few as 3,500 snow leopards left in the wild. They are known illusive and difficult to film and have constantly threatened by climate change and human disturbances. A red-eyed tree frog takes a break in the jungles of
Costa Rica.These Hanuman langurs have free roam in the blue city of Jodhpur, India. Treated as religious deities they are fed and well cared for by the city's inhabitants. The Planet Earth series was released in 2016 by the BBC Natural History unit, on the 10th anniversary of the release of the original series. While this series lacks some of the ecological
depth of the original and spends very little time discussing the physical geography and natural forces that shape each biome, it continues to set a very high standard for amazing recordings and some very unusual animal behaviors. There are a total of 7 episodes of Planet Earth, six of which focus on a particular biome with the seventh is a collection. The
spreadsheets and student guides I've written for this series are all based on the BBC version with David Attenborough as the narrator. I have not written anything for the A World of Wonder episode, as it is largely a summary of the other episodes. I tried to incorporate as many environmental scientific concepts as possible into each spreadsheet. As such,
they are ideal for use under or follow the Land Biomes device of my own course. Tips for teachers: Use captions for closed e-mails! Many of the animals and plants have very unusual names with very unusual spellings! Seeing them in text makes it much easier for students to follow! Planet Earth II - Cities Show Spreadsheet This is an unusual documentary
because it sees cities as a new type of ecosystem. Most of the episode is used to study animals that have adapted their behavior in some way to thrive in cities. But an emotional segment tracks sea turtle hatches that become disoriented by beach lights and begin to move toward the city instead of the ocean. Key concepts: Ecosystems, abiotic factors, biotic
factors, adaptations, urbanization, urban ecosystem. Planet Earth II - Deserts View Worksheet The lack of water in deserts limits the food available to the animals there, so the episode shows many unusual behaviors and physical adaptations of animals living in them. A number of deserts are shown, including rain shadow, coast and subtropical. Key concepts:
Ecosystems, abiotic factors, biotic factors, adaptations, deserts. Planet Earth II - Grasslands View Worksheet This is a spreadsheet set for students to complete when they watch planet earth ii grasslands episode. Grass has the ability to grow again after a variety of disturbances, including fire, frost and foraging of animals. As a result, grasslands are ideal
places for many animals due to the abundance of food. This episode shows tropical savannaes, prairies and Arctic tundras. Important concepts: Ecosystems, abiotic factors, biotic factors, adaptations, grasslands, savannah, prairie, tundra. Planet Earth II - Islands View Worksheet Islands is an ecosystem that was not explored in planet Earth series. Due to
the reproductive isolation of the animals that have colonized islands, there are many unusual species and behaviors documented by this episode. This episode is a good choice if you study coastal ecosystems. Key concepts: Ecosystems, abiotic factors, biotic factors, adaptations, islands, reproductive isolation. Planet Earth II - Jungles View Worksheet
Students often perceive jungles as a kind of eden for life, with ideal levels of just about every abiotic. But life is still very difficult in the jungle because of the huge competition for resources, which is what this episode focuses on. This episode also discusses some of the differences between the individual layers of the rainforest, such as the canopy. Key
concepts: Ecosystems, abiotic factors, biotic factors, adaptations, rainforest, tropical forest, canopy, forest floor, food chain, symbiosis. Planet Earth II - Mountain view proposition David Attenborough describes animals in mountains as living on the edge of existence. In ecological terms, they survive on the edge of the zone of physiological stress in their
tolerance range. This episode focuses on some of the physical and behavioral adaptations adopted by animals living in this biome. Key concepts: Ecosystems, abiotic factors, biotic factors, adaptations, mountains, rain shadow, altitude
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